OUR REVENUE SOLUTION

AN EFFECTIVE, INNOVATIVE SOLUTION
FOR OWNER RELATIONS

WHO WE ARE
EnergyLink™, by Red Dog Systems, is an industry-leading, cloudbased data exchange platform that provides energy companies with
economical and innovative solutions.
Our Revenue solution is a fully integrated solution that allows
Operators to work more efficiently and cost effectively when sending
revenue check detail to their owners.
Go to EnergyLink.com for information on all available solutions.
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OUR SERVICE
EnergyLink raises the bar for revenue data exchange through automated
workflow, enhanced partner communications and data analytics.
Streamline your business process, save time and money, and improve
your owner relations today.
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ALL THE BENEFITS
REVENUE CHECK DETAIL Operators have the ability to send revenue
check detail. It is an electronic repository for check stub history. Our
advanced tracking tool provides visibility to Operators by showing
which Owners are registered. The system allows Owners to download
check stub information in custom file templates for their accounting
system (CDEX, .xls, .txt, etc.).
Additionally, Operators and Owners can perform property level
searches allowing you to download information in Excel or view in a
dashboard format.
1099 CAPABILITIES We provide an electronic repository for 1099s.
Owners receive a .PDF file of important information including annual
revenue, taxes and deductions pertaining to each well. The wells are
broken out by state, making it simple and easy to read for the Owner.
The tracking system allows Operators to view which Owners are
utilizing the Revenue solution for their 1099 statements.
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Inquiry Ticketing Feature Only Available with EnergyLink
Inquiry tracking can be customized and includes a
configurable setup for routing inquiry tickets to the
correct departments or individual.
The system links to check detail and Owners - allowing
the inquiry to tie with the owner statement or at the
property level.
Owners can submit an inquiry online, which is routed to
the correct department or individual.
EnergyLink recognizes duplicate inquiries and flags the
manager of the ticket.
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RedDog Systems is dedicated to improving joint venture and owner
relations business processes. We are partners to our customers and
are invested in addressing the challenges that exist in our industry.
Contact us today to learn more on how you can utilize all of our tools to
help ease your day-to-day joint venture business.
sales@reddogsystems.com
www.EnergyLink.com

